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Introduction

• Global RE transition:
• 43% increase in capacity over next 5 years

• What will happen in SA?
• RE vs nuclear debate

• 7 key considerations:
• The impact on municipalities given the importance of electricity sales in their income 

• The structure of the Electricity Supply Industry (ESI) to best include increased RE capacity in 
the mix 

• The future of Eskom

• Is there a need for new generation capacity in the short- to mid-term? 

• The impact on the stability of the grid

• The impact on economic development, with an emphasis on net employment effects 

• The regulatory framework that is required to enable a smooth transition to increased RE in 
the energy mix



Background (1)

Global RE capacity Transition drivers

• Technical maturity

• Fall in prices

• Shorter lead times

• International commitments



Background (2)

RE in South Africa
SA’s ESI – ownership of installed 
capacity

• REIPPP programme

• Fall in RE costs

• LCOE:

• Wind and solar: R0,62 kWh

• Medupi: R1,70 kWk

• Kusile: R1,91 kWh
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• Uptake of SSEG:
• Munics distribute 40% of electricity in SA; Important source of 

revenue
• New trend of customers installing SSEG and connecting to the grid 

(34 of 164 munics allow SSEG installations)
• Implications are loss of revenue if tariffs not designed correctly
• BUT opportunity for munic to purchases excess electricity at below 

the Eskom rate

• Procurement from IPPS:
• Munics may wish to contract directly with IPPs (eg. COCT case)

• Internal clean energy objectives

• Cost considerations

• Increase complexity:
• Tariffs – long term PPA prices vs projected Eskom prices

• Electricity supply and demand planning

• Considerations:
• Munics need to better understand their costs i.e. COS studies

• SSEG tariffs, PPAs, wheeling charges etc all optimally designed 



The structure of the ESI
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• Current structure = traditional vertically integrated state-owned monopoly

• Generation is best organised as a competitive sector

• ESI reform models:
• Single buyer model

• Wholesale competition model

• Retail competition model

• International evidence: no common path to or generic ESI structure for a high renewables grid

• South Australia – 48% of generation from RE – highly concentrated wholesale market

• Uruguay – 32% from RE – vertically integrated state owned company that owns half generation assets

• Spain – 23% from RE – wholesale market

• California – 15% from RE – retail competition

• Considerations:
• Restructuring been on the agenda for 20 years

• Inherent conflict of interest for Eskom



The impact on Eskom
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• Factor’s influencing Eskom’s dire financial situation:

• Weakened electricity demand and rising electricity prices = Utility death spiral 

• Aging fleet

• Cost overruns at Medupi and Kusile

• Increased coal prices

• RE also has an impact on Eskom: 

• RE generated electricity now cheaper

• SSEG displacing demand 

• RE would require change in Eskom’s business model

• Eskom disincentivised from increasing share of RE

• Considerations: 
• Implications of further worsening of Eskom’s financial situation are enormous

• Utility death spiral should not be treated as inevitable

• Consideration needs to be given to Eskom’s future
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Demand for electricity 

• Does SA actually need additional generation 
capacity in the near future? 

• Eskom faced with excess generation capacity

• Stagnation in electricity demand

• Commissioning of large Medupi and Kusile units

• Uncertainty regarding demand projections:
• Electricity sales have not kept up with IRP 2010 

projected demand 

• Demand revised downwards in draft IRP 2016 and 
Eskom’s MTSAO, but forecasts still above levels from 
2008

• Considerations:

• Any new capacity additions should be carefully 
considered, regardless of type

• Mistake in estimating demand costly - invest in 
small capacity additions as opposed to large 
investments

SA electricity sales and projected demand to 2023



Stability of the grid
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• Concerns about increasing share of VRE capacity:
• VRE’s variability
• Issues of grid stability 
• Technical integration 

• International experience:
• Several countries have successfully integrated VRE
• Denmark (~ 53%), Uruguay (28%), Germany (26%), Ireland, Portugal and Spain (>20%)

• VRE in SA: 
• 3% of SA’s total system load supplied by solar and wind in 2016
• SA’s grid flexible enough to cope with multiple sources of energy 
• RE supported by gas could provide base load 

• Considerations: 
• Uncertainty regarding optimal proportion of RE in generation mix and maximum capacity that grid can 

accommodate
• Needs to be consensus on this issue from an engineering point of view 
• Costs associated with ensuring grid stability should be included in costing exercises



Socio-economic impact
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• Employment and industrial development:

• Winners and losers in terms of industries and geographic regions

• Need to mitigate adverse effects

• International studies highlight the benefits of a shift to RE:

• GDP – global increase of 0.6 – 1.1% if RE doubles by 2030 due to increased investments and multiplier 
effect

• SA GDP increases > 1%, -ve effect of reduced coal exports superseded by investment effect

• Employment – overall employment in the energy sector should increase as RE is more labour intensive 
than traditional fossil fuels 

• Local content requirements are common in RE projects

• SA experience:
• REIPPP bids – 30% for socio economic criteria

• Programme expected to deliver over 100,000 jobs

• But job losses in the coal sector 



Regulatory framework
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• “Reform by default” not a successful strategy

• Any ESI restructuring requires changes to policy, legislation and regulation

• Even without major ESI restructuring there are changes that could better accommodate RE:

• Municipal procurement:

• Discontent between national government and munics wrt energy policy

• Directly from IPPs

• SSEG:

• Need clarity on the regulatory framework for SSEGs



Conclusion

• How best can municipalities manage the risks associated with self-generation by their 
customers and potentially benefit from cheaper RE generation capacity? 

• What should South Africa’s ESI structure look like to best accommodate and benefit from 
increased RE in the generation mix?

• What can be done to prevent the utility death spiral for Eskom and how does RE impact 
Eskom?

• Does South Africa even need new generation capacity in the short- to medium-term?

• Can the South African grid accommodate large shares of VRE and what are the costs 
associated with ensuring it can?

• Which communities and industries are going to benefit and lose from a shift to RE and what 
can be done to minimise any adverse effects?

• Once all of these questions have been answered, what amendments need to be made to 
existing policies, laws and regulations, and what new ones need to be introduced?


